Up FRONT

“OTHERHOOD”

Study: Women without kids hold buying power
By Antoinette Alexander
Women today play a dynamic
role in society, and brands and marketers — including those within the
retail pharmacy space — are tirelessly working to earn her trust and
loyalty, as she often makes most of
the healthcare decisions for her
family. While reaching “moms” is
no doubt important, new research
suggests that brands and marketers may be missing a tremendous
opportunity among those women
who are rewriting the fairy tale.
Enter “Otherhood.”
“Otherhood” consists of women
from many different backgrounds:
she could be single and never
married, living with a partner or
a same-sex partner, married with
no children, separated, divorced or
widowed. No matter her circumstances, she accounts for 47% of
women of childbearing age, and she
has significant buying power.

group of women and highlight opportunities to target their needs.
Who is she? Unlike the childless
woman Carrie Bradshaw in “Sex in
the City,” she is not frivolous, carefree and foolish when it comes to
managing her money, but is rather
smart, savvy, has an extensive social network and is discerning in all
aspects of her life. She is thriving in
her career and investing in her future. In fact, 75% of women without
children have some college education or above.
Importantly, she is outspending
mom per person, per household.
According to the DeVries study,
women of “Otherhood” spend, on
average, nearly twice as much as
moms on beauty- and hair-related
products per person per month,
spending a total of nearly $1,200 per
year. They are also more likely than
moms to shop in a drug store versus a big box retailer like Walmart
or Target.

OTHERHOOD: REWRITING THE FAIRYTALE

“WOMEN OF ‘OTHERHOOD’ SPEND, ON AVERAGE, NEARLY TWICE
AS MUCH AS MOMS ON BEAUTY- AND HAIR-RELATED PRODUCTS
PER PERSON PER MONTH, SPENDING A TOTAL OF NEARLY $1,200
PER YEAR. THEY ARE ALSO MORE LIKELY THAN MOMS TO SHOP
IN A DRUG STORE VERSUS A BIG BOX RETAILER LIKE WALMART
OR TARGET.”
Fascinated by the insights revealed in the book, “Otherhood,”
by author Melanie Notkin, consumer PR and social media agency
DeVries Global set out to partner
with Notkin and take a closer look
at these women through a recently released study called “Shades
of Otherhood.”
The insights revealed in the study,
conducted in late 2013 among 1,000
non-moms and 1,000 moms across
the country, debunk the myths and
stereotypes about this influential
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“Mass wins for both moms and
non-moms buying beauty products,
but the one differentiation for the
‘Otherhood’ is that they are far more
likely than moms to pick up beauty
products in a drug store or pharmacy. … [Non-moms] are a moving target; they are out and about,
and don’t have the constraints that
moms have,” said Michael De Cicco, senior director of Research and
Analytics at DeVries Global, who
designed and led the analysis of the
Continued on page 8
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* Per week; 53% say if they enjoy a product, they’ll recommend it on social media
Source: Shades of Otherhood, 2011
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Continued from page 6
study. “… So, mass is still winning, but there’s a
definite opportunity for drug stores to not only
meet their beauty needs, but if they amplify their
targeting to the non-mom demographic, it really
will help them capture some of that share.”
De Cicco also stressed the importance of reaching her both online and offline, and added that
75% of non-moms are price-comparing all items
online, especially new products.
When it comes to buying groceries, women
without kids are spending, on average, 35% more
per person than moms — that’s $175 a month on
groceries versus the $259 that a mom spends on
feeding the family. Broken down per person, nonmoms are spending about $87.50 per person, versus moms, who spend $65 per person for a household of four, the research stated.
While “Otherhood” women do not have children of their own, most (80%) have nieces, nephews or children of close friends who play an active
role in their lives. This spells an opportunity for
buying gifts while she’s shopping.
The “Otherhood” shopper also is extremely
loyal. De Cicco said women of “Otherhood” love
coupons — ideally, those scanned from a loyalty
card on a keychain — and 71% of non-moms belong to loyalty programs.
“The main takeaway is to embrace their complexity and what makes them unique. They are
not a cliché or united under one central role in
their lives. She’s discerning and loyal in all aspects
of her life — leverage those attributes,” De Cicco
said. “Marketers need to connect with them in a
way that is meaningful to them and in a way that
they want to be communicated with. If you get it
right, you’ll have them for life. Get it wrong, and
they will move on.”
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